
First Covenant 2016 Adjourned Annual Meeting Minutes 
March 12, 2017, 11:00 AM, Sanctuary 
 
Welcome and call to order  
Chris Fossum, Leadership Team chair 
 
Worship 
Bruce Balgaard, Worship Arts Director 
“Joyful, Joyful We Adore Thee” 
 
Opening Prayer 
Chris Fossum, Leadership Team chair 
 
Approval of Annual Meeting minutes 
Chris Fossum, Leadership Team chair 
Carina Aleckson motions to approve the minutes as presented, Roger Fossum seconds the 
motion, the motion passes. 
 
Stories from the Community 
Jessica Kasper, MetroKids Board 
Jessica reports as a member of First Covenant, and as a representative of the MetroKids board: 
 - MetroKids continues to do wonderful work. (She knows from first hand experience as Jessica— 
and her husband, Isaac—have two children enrolled in MetroKids.)  
- during the year, MetroKids provided field trips to the zoo, city parks, and the farmer’s market  
- MetroKids thanks the First Covenant community for the gift of $700  
- especially appreciated is First Covenant’s Director of Children and Families, Carma Gjerning,  
leading chapel for the children once a week 
- church members serve as board members 
- currently there is a waiting list for newborns 
- four families from the First Covenant are part of MetroKids 
- there was 100% participation in preschool screening—in prep for kindergarten 
- staffing has been tough, as two long-term teachers have moved on to other job opportunities. 
Two positions are currently open—however, most teachers stay for a long time.  
- Jessica spoke about Charice’s leadership, and her being in touch with each family, telling a  
story about a friend who needed emergency childcare and Charice stepping in and helping that  
family via her connections and network  
- Thank you for supporting this ministry 
 
Receive Claudia Oxley as a new member 
Dan Collison, Lead Pastor 
- Dan interviews Claudia: Claudia met FCC through being a Shelter volunteer, she loved the fact 
that the church houses the Shelter, and Dan mentions that Claudia is very involved. She talked 
about Jesus being relevant in everything. She is hoping that she can live “mission out” and will 
live present, and uncomfortable — not getting comfortable in her faith. She wants to learn the 
language with us. The language of living this faith. 
- The church membership votes for Claudia’s membership. 
- Chris welcomes Claudia by reading scripture from Romans 12 and Hebrews 10. Chris leads the 
gathering in prayer for Claudia. 
 
Year in review video 
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Pastors Report 
Dan Collison, Lead Pastor 
- Dan talks about this community being a “360 degree community.” 1 Peter: “You are being built 
into a holy house as living stones…” The church is people (the living stones), this church had to 
become relevant to the community, and as living stones, we had to build this community of faith. 
 
-Dan reviews the “Why We Gather” series and how we are asking important questions. He then 
talks about the different groups and volunteer leaders who help manage the church and staff, 
noting that: 
- there is no one center of power 
- we’re all about forming Christian community 
- we also have a civic space that we’re responsible for 
- groups like MetroKids, the Nigerian church, Minority Contractors, Upstream Innovation, the 
shelter, East Town business partnership, the Good Arts Collective, the affordable housing project 
— as renters and projects are all examples of using this space and building well, and engaging 
with the broader community. 
 
- Dan acknowledges the staff by name and invites some to speak.  
 
- Sara Wilhelm Garbers speaks about goals to make more visible who we are, and what we are 
doing. She sites Ryan and Andrea Hollingsworth and their lead in making intentional relationships 
with a local Mosque. Sara mentions Roger Fossum and Nick Cross with Team World Vision, and 
a new book club based on “Just Mercy.”  
 
- Carma Gjerning talks about being grateful for the kids in the community, and being a part of 
their formation. She shares her appreciation for volunteers, and is looking forward to the 
upcoming kids Adventure Week. Carma says, “embrace the mystery!” 
 
- Bruce talks about how helpful it is for Sara to have more hours available as staff time (which 
helps as she is now running the worship planning meeting), and how thankful he is for Ashley 
Grinnell — recognizing her contribution and leadership. Bruce talks about planning for the 
Sanctuary and possible changes to the stage. 
 
- Todd talks about learning to bake bread. Serving this church is like baking bread. This is messy 
and you get to shape it! He is thankful for the members of the community who are the raw 
ingredients for what the community becomes. He is grateful for the way people bring themselves 
and their passions to do what they say they’re going to do.  
 
- Dan concludes with encouraging all to hear the song of First Covenant, and thanking the 
community for allowing him to lead. 
 
Financial Report 
Brian Ogren, church administrator 
- Brian reviews the income, and for the first time can report more income than expenses. The 
Vikings Stadium helped with this a lot. 
- loans and debt are being paid down 
- we’re entering 2017 with a balanced budget. Brian thanks the membership for their ongoing 
contributions and support. 
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Land Redevelopment Presentation 
Dan Collison 
- were in a holding pattern because we are waiting for tax credit bonds. We need 20 million 
dollars in bond, we’re hoping this happens within the next 30 days.  
- Dan reminds the community that the big goal is the elevator, which will be a part of the overall 
project. 
- during construction, we’ll be worshiping in the gym, and at the time we’ll be working on the 
sanctuary platform.  
- the Super Bowl might lease the space, but building work has to be done beforehand. 
- Dan’s hope is that we break ground in May or June, and asks for prayer to that end. 
 
Other Business 
Chris Fossum 
- a Q and A time ensues: from Francis Woodson: “who are the leaders and what do they do, is 
there a strategic plan for growth?” Frances adds that she is appreciative of the community. Chris 
responds introducing the Leadership Team  
- Florkime Paye asks about how you become a member of the Leadership Team. Chris talks 
about the past third hour Leadership Team sessions. Dan explains the nominating process and 
generally, how it works.  
- Sara plugs becoming a member... 
- Ezra Bartsch asks about how long you have to be a member to vote. And his desire that the 
Leadership Team to be more transparent. 
- Maddie Bartsch, wants to understand each leader’s passion. 
- Barb Johnson shares her frustration with the lack of third hour conversations regarding 
leadership and how the church is run. 
- Chris affirms that concerns were heard and that these concerns will be addressed. 
 
Closing Prayer 
Chris Fossum 
There is a motion to adjourn the meeting by Doug Vigoran. Florkime seconds the motion, and the 
motions is approved and the meeting is adjourned.  
 
Chris closes in prayer. 
 



 

 

First Covenant Church, Minneapolis 
Special Congregational Meeting Minutes 
Sunday, September 17, 2017, 11 a.m. 
First Covenant Church Sanctuary 
 
Members present: sign in sheets on following pages 5 through 9. 
 
1. Prayer 
Chris Fossum 
 
2. Update and overview of redevelopment project 
Dan Collison 
- Dan describes/reminds regarding the work force housing development and the people who will call it  
  home! 
- Dan reviews the timeline which is based on today’s consideration and motion. 
- Community Housing Development Corporation (CHDC) is our project partner. 
- Dan reports that all financial pieces are in place and describes the detail of funding, grants, the  
  tax bonding, etc. 
- Currently groundbreaking is scheduled for the end of February or beginning of March 2018. 
- the groundbreaking was delayed so that the church could take advantage of additional possible  
  income resulting from the Super Bowl game in February, 2018. 
- the mission loan is a step one, Dan describes next steps, including the church’s influence on the  
  building, the partnership in the parking lot, and that the church would not accrue any debt in the  
  process. 
- the developer will guarantee a parking lot income throughout the construction process and going  
  forward. 
- a developer fee will come to the church due to Dan’s work on the project. 
- capitol budget inclusions (paid for by the developer) include heating (boilers), elevator, and legal fees.  
  (Actual, additional priorities to be determined). 
- Reciprocal use agreements will be established as the church shares the block with the parking ramp  
  and the housing project. 
- the income of the parking lot will grow over time, and in the future it will need to be determined how 
  that income is shared with the developer.  
 
3. Overview of the CHDC Mission Loan and Mechanics of debt restructuring 
John Schrager 
- John describes how we got here. He reviews the land swap, and getting National Covenant Properties  
  (NCP) to release part of their collateral on the building (which collateralizes the NCP line of credit). 
- we are now in process finalizing the ground lease, and to do that CHDC has offered access to  
  their “Mission Fund” which will pay back the NCP line of credit, releasing any right NCP has on the  
  property, making going forward more simple. 
- the CHDC loan (Mission Fund) is less expensive than the NCP line. 
- the CHDC loan of $550,000 is a 15-year note, at 4% interest. 
- the NCP line was at 4% plus prime, it has been an interest only loan. 
- the CHDC Mission fund will be interest only during construction, after construction it will begin to  
  include a repayment toward the principle. 
- the CHDC Mission Loan will be secured to real estate, the specifics to be determined. 
- the actual funding entity is “Mission Fund, LLC,” which will be controlled by CHDC. 
- as soon as the Mission Fund loan is in place we will repay the NCP line (about $450,000). 
- there will be a mortgage registration tax due (about $1300). 
- John says the church comes out ahead. 
 
Continued — 
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4. Reading of the motion (the motion is on page 4) 
Carina Aleckson 
- Joy Erickson seconded the motion 
 
5. Discussion of the motion 
Chris Fossum 
- a question about the organization that controls the Mission Fund and could it be sold. John says that  
  CHDC controls Mission Fund, LLC, a single purpose entity, John said we could bring forward the  
  concern about reassigning the debt. 
- a question about 4% being fixed (it is). 
- a question about repayment and managing the debt. The plan is to pay off the principle (when the time  
  comes) through the parking ramp.  
- a discussion follows about the history of landing more on budget as a church. 
- a question about servicing the Mission Fund loan on a monthly basis. 
- a question regarding the to-be-determined monthly payment. John says we don’t have the answers yet. 
  “Going forward in faith with some protections.” 
- question about when the repayment will be determined. Answer is dependent on how the parking lot  
  and housing perform, financially. 
- a question about how long will the project be work-force housing. After 15 years it will be in flux,  
  although the plan is for 30 years of work force housing. After that, it could be market rate housing. 
- a question about all property not belonging to the church anymore. John describes the ground lease  
  and what is encumbered is the land leased under the housing is project. Other parts/answers are in  
  flux. A continuing question about securing the Mission Fund loan to the housing development and  
  ramp and not to the church. Funding is still in flux for CHDC and so the answer is in flux. 
- Brian Wass explains that encumbering the unbuilt property as opposed to the church building gives us  
  more flexibility. 
- a question is asked about reporting final details to the community in a transparent way. 
- a statement reflecting the fact that CHDC has more “skin in the game” at the moment than the church. 
- a question about the additional $100,000 in the Mission Fund loan. Brian Ogren describes the need as  
  cash flow. 
- John reviews the in-process loan notes for Mission Fund and how they are more generous (“less toxic”)  
  than the loan documents from the NCP. He said the risk assessment is less for the Mission Fund. 
 
6. Call for a vote 
Chris Fossum 
- the question is called by Brian Wass 
- a verbal vote was called 
- the motion was passed with a majority 
 
7. Adjourn 
Chris Fossum 
 
Roger moves to adjourn, many second. The meeting was adjourned. 
 
- - -  
 
An additional conversation 
Brian Wass described recent Leadership Team conversations with leadership from the ECC and NWC 
regarding human sexuality as contentious because we are inclusive of our LGBTQ community members 
and attendees. Brian describes the process of meetings with the ECC, and an invitation for community 
involvement. 
 
Continued — 
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Brian asks this question: 
 
- what does Jesus call us to do as a body of believers — what words of Jesus should inform our 
ministry? 
 
- Brian says that the Leadership Team and staff will listen to the community, the first meeting is 
scheduled for October 8. 
 
- Brian asks for community response. He asks all present to listen, read, search our hearts. He assures 
everyone that we’ll continue a safe space conversation. He encourages the community with scripture. 
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